Monument information & disclaimer
All concrete monuments, USGS monuments and brass plate
monuments set were established from a period between 4-21-04 and
10-6-04. These control monuments were established using GPS Static
survey techniques and are part of a single network. Each monument was
occupied for a period of time based on distance between the two points.
Using a method based on a minimum of twelve-minute occupation time
plus one minute per mile between monuments. In addition, no
monument was occupied during undesirable geometric satellite
configuration (POOP greater than 3.0).
This data was then processed using Topcon Tools post processing
software. It has been processed and adjusted using a 99% confidence
level of adjustment. There are a total of twelve vertical control points
used in this Network to establish accurate vertical data. Horizontal data
of Blue Booked monuments was held using latest information from NGS
(National Geodetic Suivey). All Control Monuments are referenced to
horizontal datum NAD 83, State Plane Coordinates System, Ohio south
zone 3402. Vertical data is referenced to NAVD 88, using Geoid model
2003u07.
Location of all concrete monuments set in 1992 by GRW Aerial Surveys,
Inc. are published in the Greene County Official Records, Volume 675,
Pages 238 - 274 and Volume 745, Pages 62 - 122. These monuments
have been Blue Booked with NGS; check NGS website for latest updated
information on monument. Control points that are iron pins set w/cap
should not be used for accurate vertical control. These iron pins are 40"
long and were established for accurate horizontal mapping control only.
Brass plate monuments in wing walls of bridges or box structures are
much more substantial for vertical control. Brass plate monuments are
stamped with State of Ohio structural file number or stamped with log
point number; this log point number refers to a mileage from Corporation
lines or County lines measured from west to east and south to north.
Each bridge or structure containing a brass plate should have the log
point number on guardrail or attached to a steel post by the structure. If
location of any control monument is needed or in question please contact
Greene County Engineers Office at (937) 562-7500.
As the Greene County Engineers Office progresses with more
monuments set and established this data shall be updated periodically.
With each update, more control will be added and vertical data will
become increasingly more accurate. All GPS control points have a vertical
error of plus or minus 0.06'. Only USGS monuments in network are
known to be without error and meet USGS standards.

